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In case F possesses a subfield F' of order p r y there exists in S% at least one w-subspace .S£, that is, a finite projective w-space, on which the points contained in a line are p r +l in number. The converse is also true.
The object of this note is to prove the following theorem.
In order to divide an S% into several S r n such that one and only one S^ contains a given pointy it is necessary and sufficient that r is a divisor of m and that m/r is relatively prime to n + 1.
We first prove the necessity of the condition. From the above remark, m is evidently divisible by r. By hypothesis every point of S% is contained in one and only one 5£; we infer that ^n,o = (^r (n+1) -l)/(^r-l) is a divisor of iV£ 0 = (£ m(n+1) -l)/(^~l). Hence (m/r, n + 1) = 1 is a consequence of the following lemma.
LEMMA. Let ce, /3, and a>l be three natural integers;
is an integer if and only if (ce, j8) = 1.
To prove this we note that (ce, /S) = 1 implies (a a -1; a?-1) =a -1, and both a a -1 and a p -1 are divisors of a aP -1, so that
is an integer. Conversely, suppose that (a -l)(a a/3 -\)/(a a -l)(a* -1) is an integer. If on the contrary (ce, |8)>1, on denoting a prime factor of (ce, /3) by g so that a=yq and |8 = 8q, we have (a -l)(a«* -1) (a -1) (a**<a«-n + 0T«<«*--2> H + a ™ + 1) (a«-l)(a*-1) ~ a*«-1
Asfl^«-»sflw( w ) (mod a $q -l) iîi=k (mod ö) and ö>k, we obtain that
On the other hand we easily derive 
is fixed point free. It may be shown 2 that the collineation (1) is of order iV™ 0 , when and only when a root of
in the algebraic extension of F with degree w+1, namely F*, is of an order divisible by iV^0.
Since r is a divisor of ra, there exists in F a subfield F' of order £ r . Let X n+1 -J 0^n -biX n~l -... -J n _x^ -6 n be any irreducible polynomial in F' [x] . A reference to (m/r f n+1) = 1 2 J. Singer, ^4 theorem infinite projective geometry and some applications to number theory, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 43 (1938) p. 379.
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shows that it is also irreducible in F [x] . Hence the projective collineation Construct an S^n +l^ over F* to contain the given S%, and consider the projective collineations (1) and (3) on »S^( n+1) ; then they are collineations with exactly n + 1 independent fixed points. If J is a root of (2) in F*, then the fixed points of (1) Similarly we get the fixed points of (3) 1, • « . , w, and the given S%, is completely determined by a point -4 on the S% and its image B. Since B may be selected in at most N™ 0 ways so far as A is given and (1), being of order iV™ 0 , meets such a condition, we infer that all these projective collineations form a cyclic group of order iV^0.
There It does not seem to have been noted that the following theorem may be obtained directly from Theorem I.
